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A NATIONAL LOW TEWERATURE NEUTRON IRRADIATION FACILITY*

R. R. Coltman, J r . , C E. Klabunde, and F. W. Young, Jr.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

The Materials Sciences Division of the United States Department of Energy will establish a National
Low Temperature Neutron Irradiation Facility (NLTNIF) which will u t i l i ze the Bulk Shielding Reactor
(BSR) located at Oak Ridge Nations1 Laboratory. The fac i l i ty will provide high radiation Inten-
sities and special environmental ard testing conditions for qualified experiments at no cost to
users. This report describes the p anned experimental capabilities of the new faci l i ty .

1. INTRODUCTION

In accordance with the recommendations of a

Working Group on Low Temperature Neutron

Irradiation,1 and after considering Its

programmatic needs, the Division of Materials

Sciences of the United States Department of

Energy has decided to establish a National Low

Temperature Neutron Irradiation Facility

(NLTNIF). The report specifically noted the

need for a low temperature neutron irradiation

fac i l i t y in the development of materials for

fission and fusion reactor technologies and in

fundamental radiation effects research. The

goals for the HLTNIF are to provide a com-

bination of high radiation intensities and spe-

cial environmental and testing conditions that

have not been previously available in the U. S.

The Bulk Shielding Reactor (BSR) at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory has been chosen as the site

for the new f a c i l i t y , which wil l be available

for qualified experiments at no cost to users.

2. THE BULK SHIELDING REACTOR
The core of the BSR is a rectangular array

of square fuel elements resting upon a grid

plate which is supported by a bridge and

carriage assemoly that allows the core to be

positioned at almost any location in a b x 12 m

open pool of demineralized water. The exposed

core is fully accessable on three faces. Tne

reactor can be operated for indefinite periods

at any power up to 2 MW. At full power the

fast neutron flux at an in-core position

intended for the HLTNIF's use will be of the

order of 1.5 x lO^'n/m2 (E > 0.1 HeV). Primary

control of the BSR is available for the opera-

tion of the NLTNIF.

Two features of the BSK will aid NLTNIF

experimenters. First , the core fuel loadiny

provides sufficient excess reactivity to permit

restarting after any operating history - xenon

poisoning is not an operational limitation.

This is an asset for experiments that require

frequent OP-off reactor operations. Second,

the open pool provides the opportunity to

construct almost unlimited ambient and cryogenic

storage faci l i t ies for radioactive experiment

assemblies and specimens. Such faci l i t ies will

be located close to the irradiation cryostat,

and they make use of pool water for biological

shielding.

3. LOCATION OF THE IRRADIATION CRYOSTAT

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the irradiation
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FIGURE 1
A sketch of the HLTNIF cr.vostat and i t s re la -
t ionship to the BSR pool end reactor core.

cryostat and i t s re lat ionship to the BSR pool

and the reactor core, the lower end of the

cyrostat i s a rectangular parallelepiped which

f i t s into a vacant fuel element position when

the reactor is moved towards the cyrostat.

This design has two advantages for exper i -

menters. F i r s t , many in s i tu post i r rad ia t ion

studies must be made in the absence of residue

nuclear heating. With the BSK there is no

delay for core decay since the core can be

moved out of radiation range of the cyrostat

within a few minutes a f te r shutdown. Second,

because of the mobil i ty of the core and I t s

access ib i l i t y , radiation-modifying devices can

be moved easi ly in and out of position between

the fixed cryostat and a core face. Such

devices wi l l provide modified fast neutron

spectra, highly thermal1zed neutrons or other

special radiation conditions at the cryostat*

4. PLANNED CAPABILITIES OF THE NLTNIF

In the primary cryostat , i r rad ia t ion tem-

peratures from 3.5 t o 5110 K can be obtained;

i r rad ia t ion at temperatures up to 800 K can be

real ized in an aux i l ia ry f a c i l i t y . The primary

i r rad ia t ion zone w i l l be 40 mm diam. x 250 mm

long. Located 1.5 m above the i r rad ia t ion zone

w i l l be a 200 mm diam. x 3UU mm long test

chamber into which specimens can be moved

without warmup. The tes t chamber can be

equipped with devices for property change

measurements; fo r example, a 12 Tesla magnet.

Provisions w i l l be mads for the transfer of

specimens at 4.2 K in to test devices or into

vessels for shipment to other laboratories.

On-line data acquisit ion and computer capabi l i ty

w i l l be provided.

Designs for th is f a c i l i t y are now being pre-

pared; i t is scheduled that the NLTNIF w i l l be

in operation la te in 1985. Researchers

interasted in using the NLTNIF should contact

one of the authors.
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